That’s How Strong My Love Is – Otis Redding

(Key of Db {original key-B}, 56 BPM – 6/8 time)
Revised (Bridge extra bar) 8/14/15

I  (Ab  Ab) (Ab  Ab) (Db  Db/Ab-Bb-C)

V1  “If I was the sun way up there, I’d go with love...”
    [(Db) (Ab) (Gb) (Db)]-2X

C  “That’s how strong my love is...”
    [(Db) (Ab) (Gb) (Db)]-2X

V2 (same)  “I'll be the weeping willow drowning in my tears...”

C (same)  “That’s how strong my love is...”

B  “I'll be the ocean so deep and wide...”
    [(Bbm) (Gb)]-3X (Ab)-2X

C (same)  “That’s how strong my love is...”

C (same)  “That’s how strong my love is...”

C/End  “That’s how strong my love is...”  w/ ad lib lyrics
       (Db) (Ab) (Gb) (Db)
       (Db) (Ab) (Gb)-ad lib vocals (Db)